


• How can the Little Prince help 

us understand different ways 

of looking at the world?

• How would we explain our 

customs and who we are to 

someone from another planet?

• How would we make him feel 

welcome?



Introducing the Little Prince – fan-made 

video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z7UwVNLsnTo


Don’t judge a book by its cover

● What does it mean to be judged? Have you 

ever been judged? Or judged others?

● Should we judge a ‘book’ by its cover?

● What do you wish they knew about you?

● What do you wish you knew about them?

● Who taught you right from wrong? 



Creative Artistic Response

Draw on the themes , wording or concepts that mean 
something to you from the inspiration wall. 

▪ Can you add any of your experiences/ teachings from the session into a 

creative artistic response (challenge to incorporate abstract themes and 

label with meaning) whilst listening to your chosen pieces of music.

▪ Explore key concepts of 'relationships', 'change', 'belonging', and 'care 

and compassion'

▪ What colours will you use, consider why?

▪ Where would you use the contrast of dark / light, patterns and blank



Bringing your image to life

What words/ 

sentences / names 

of people would you 

use along your 

journey ?

Movement - If you 

traces it out in the 

space how would it 

look? 

Music - What music 

would you like to 

use to explain ?



Reflection time 
oWhat can friendships bring to someone’s life? Especially 

someone new to the country.

oThe importance of kindness and inclusivity to ensure 

everyone feels like they have a friend.

oHow do your friendships support you and how do you 

support your friends?

oWhat could you do to include someone who has recently 

come to this country. Are there ways to do this despite a 

language barrier?
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